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Chapter 2911-2912

After speaking, Charlie pointed to the Linjiang villa in front of
him, and said, this villa is prepared for you by me for your
daily accommodation and cultivation. The house is large and
there are many rooms. The level is opened up and it is enough
for daily practice. If you need any equipment, you can talk to
Isaac Cameron when the time comes, and let Isaac Cameron
arrange someone to implement it for you when that time
comes.”

Lord Elms (Wilfred) hurriedly said, “Master Wade, you are so
polite. In fact, we can live in an ordinary dormitory at will.
There is no requirement for living conditions.”

Charlie smiled and said, “I talked about cooperation with the
Elms family, not to squeeze the value of the Elms family, so
you come all the way, and I won’t let you do this and that all
day long.”

“In the future, you still have to have plenty of time to enjoy
life, especially to continue practicing. If you arrange
dormitories for you and not arrange a training venue for you,
it will basically kill your room for future growth.”

Charlie’s words moved the Elms family very deeply.

They worked with the Banks Family before, but they didn’t
have such a good treatment.

The Banks Family, just like the servants at home, are on
standby 24 hours a day.



Even if it’s bedtime, it’s a command anytime, anywhere, no
matter what you are doing, you must set off immediately.

Moreover, even in normal times, there are no holidays. Most
of them have their own objects of protection, so they basically
have to stay in the dark during the day to do their security
work with due diligence, and there is no time to strengthen
their own practice.

Xion was originally the best seedling in the Elms family’s
generation.

But because she is the illegitimate daughter of Zayne, and
Zayne needs a personal bodyguard, she started to be Zayne’s
bodyguard at the age of 18.

In the past few years as a bodyguard, her cultivation has
almost stopped, because there is no time or space for her to
practice well.

Therefore, Charlie prepared a villa for the Elms family to give
them time to practice daily, and also made it clear that they
must continue to practice and continue to improve themselves.
This is indeed a world away from the Banks Family.

Charlie said again at this time: “My two subordinates, Isaac
Cameron and Don Albert, each of them has a lot of
hard-hearted brothers in their hands, but these people have
never been in contact with martial arts, and the overall melee
strength is relatively poor, so in the future, I also need a lot of
help from Mr. Elms and you, and spare a certain amount of
energy to help me train and improve them.”

When Lord Elms (Wilfred) heard this, he said without thinking:
“Master Wade, don’t worry! You are kind to me and the Elms
family, so I will do this for you wholeheartedly! My Elms
family’s internal boxing method is not good. It’s too complete,
but it’s still very practical for people who are new to the



industry. I will pass on the Elms family’s internal boxing to
them and try my best to improve their strength!”

As soon as Lord Elms (Wilfred) said this, except for Kairi Elms –
Xion’s Mom, the other Elms family members were shocked.

The words of the old man are tantamount to giving away the
most precious and invaluable things of the Elms family!

The Elms family’s internal boxing method, that is the biggest
reliance of the Elms family for hundreds of years!

Just sending it out will definitely have a huge impact on the
Elms family in the future.

However, although everyone is worried, no one dared to put
forward any meaning.

After all, after the eldest son Yoel defected, the rest of the
Elms family followed Lord Elms (Wilfred) desperately.
Although they didn’t understand his approach, they wouldn’t
have any rebellious intentions.

Kairi Elms – Xion’s Mom knows Charlie’s strength and knows
whether the Elms family can reach a higher level in the future,
all depends on Charlie, so Elms family’s inner family boxing
skills are not worth mentioning in front of this.

Moreover, this is also a way for my father to express his
sincerity to Charlie on behalf of the Elms family!
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